6 PUBLIC TRANSIT
6.1 OVERVIEW AND REGIONAL BENEFITS
Public transit is a key element of the regional transportation system – and one that, to be
successful, requires support and coordination across agency boundaries. The most basic
function of public transit is to provide a basic level of mobility so that all residents, especially
those without access to a vehicle or the ability to drive, can access jobs and services.
Therefore, public transit is a critical means of offering an equitable transportation system.
Public transit systems can provide a variety of additional benefits that extend beyond basic
mobility for lower income individuals and seniors. Public transit provides additional
transportation options and can reduce transportation costs and dependency on singleoccupancy vehicles. Reliable public transit is also a key component of enhancing the regional
quality of life. From a public health perspective, transit users are more likely to reach the
recommended minutes of daily physical activity. Also, utilizing transit is substantially safer than
driving on a per-mile basis. Additional public health benefits of public transit include lower
emissions and potential reduction in overall vehicles on the road.

In order to achieve the greatest benefits, coordinated efforts across jurisdictions are necessary
to ensure residents can access regional destinations. Pedestrian connections to transit stops
and station areas are particularly critical. These include regular street crossings since all transit
users are pedestrians at some point in their trip. Enhanced pedestrian facilities can significantly
increase the range of travel for residents without a car. Roadway design should also consider
the needs of transit vehicles and users, including stop locations and providing high-quality bus
stops for waiting.
This section describes current transit services in the FMPO region and potential policies and
action items that transit providers and agencies across the region can pursue. These action
items intend to improve the efficiency of the regional transit system, increase the type and
amount of destinations that may be achieved without access to a private vehicle, and increase
overall ridership levels on public transit.
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Table 6-1: Transit Impacts and Benefits – Victoria Transport Policy Institute

Transit Impact

Description

Mobility Benefits

Benefits from increased travel that would not otherwise occur.

Direct User Benefits
Public Services
Productivity

Direct benefits to users from increased mobility.
Support for public services and cost savings for government agencies.
Increased productivity from improved access to education and jobs.
Improved mobility that makes people who are economically, socially or,
physically disadvantaged relatively better off.

Equity
Option Value/
Emergency Response

Value of having mobility options available in case they are ever
needed, including the ability to evacuate and deliver resources during
emergencies.

Efficiency Benefits

Benefits from reduced motor vehicle traffic.

Vehicle Costs
Chauffeuring
Vehicle Delays
Pedestrian Delays
Parking Costs

Energy and Emissions
Travel Time Impacts

Changes in vehicle ownership, operating and residential parking costs.
Reduced chauffeuring responsibilities by drivers for non-drivers.
Reduced motor vehicle traffic congestion.
Reduced traffic delay to pedestrians.
Reduced parking problems and non-residential parking facility costs.
Changes in crash costs, personal security and improved health and
fitness due to increased walking and cycling.
Changes in roadway construction, maintenance and traffic service
costs.
Changes in energy consumption, air, noise and water pollution.
Changes in transit users’ travel time costs.

Land Use

Benefits from changes in land use patterns.

Transportation Land

Changes in the amount of land needed for roads and parking facilities.

Land Use Objectives

Supports land use objectives such as infill, efficient public services,
clustering, accessibility, land use mix, and preservation of ecological
and social resources.

Safety, Security and Health
Roadway Costs

Economic Development
Direct
Shifted Expenditures
Agglomeration Economies

Benefits from increased economic productivity and
employment.
Jobs and business activity created by transit expenditures.
Increased regional economic activity due to shifts in consumer
expenditures to goods with greater regional employment multipliers.
Productivity gains due to more clustered, accessible land use patterns.

Transportation
Efficiencies

More efficient transportation system due to economies of scale in
transit service, more accessible land use patterns, and reduced
automobile dependency.

Land Value Impacts

Higher property values in areas served by public transit.
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6.2 RED APPLE TRANSIT
The major transit provider within the FMPO area is Red Apple Transit,
which is operated by the City of Farmington. Red Apple Transit began
operations in 1999 and receives federal operating funds and capital
grants to cover vehicle purchases through the Federal Transit
Administration. The City of Farmington provides a local match to support
FTA funds, while FMPO provides transit planning support to Red Apple
Transit as part of its long-range regional transportation mission, including the funding of transit
studies. Regional services to Aztec and across portions of San Juan County are provided with
financial contributions from surrounding jurisdictions. Service was previously provided between
Farmington and Bloomfield; however, the City of Bloomfield ended its contract with Red Apple
Transit in 2016 due to budgetary constraints. Red Apple Transit has recently engaged in
partnerships with the Navajo Nation and the North Central Regional Transit District to provide
regional transit connections.
Note: The City of Farmington and Red Apple Transit received grant funding from the US
Department of Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration as part of the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief and Economic Security Act (CARE Act) and is restoring service to Bloomfield in the shortterm. There is also no charge to the riders with the funding received.

6.2.1 Fixed Route
Red Apple Transit currently operates seven fixed routes, including five routes within the City of
Farmington and two regional routes that serve Aztec, Kirtland, and the surrounding San Juan
County. Several routes operate as loops (i.e. one-way routes that begin and end in the same
point), which enables Red Apple Transit to cover a larger geographic area but can be inefficient
for users. All weekday routes operate with one-hour frequency between 7 AM and 6-6:30 PM.
Services overlap along Main St in east Farmington – an area of more intense recent
development and high ridership. Destinations served by multiple routes include Downtown
Farmington, San Juan College, the Farmington Museum, various parks and recreational sites,
as well as retail destinations such as the Walmart in west Farmington. Red Apple Transit runs a
modified service to major destinations on Saturdays.

6.2.2 Demand Response Services
In addition to its fixed-route services, Red Apple Transit offers a variety of demand response
services. Demand response services are generally utilized by individuals who do not live within
a proximity of a fixed route transit service or are physically unable to access transit. Dial-A-Ride
demand response service is available on a first come, first serve basis within Farmington city
limits to individuals who meet eligibility requirements. Scheduled pickups may be made as part
of regular routes to identified sites across the metropolitan area, including the San Juan County
Detention Center.
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Figure 6-1: Red Apple Transit Route Maps and Schedules
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6.2.3 Red Apple Transit Ridership
When transit service operations began in 1999, annual ridership was just under 33,000 trips.
Operations and ridership have grown significantly over time, peaking in 2011 with over 150,000
trips. Like most transit agencies across the US, ridership on Red Apple Transit decreased in the
latter part of the 2010s. However, Red Apple Transit saw a 15% year-to-year increase in
ridership from FY 2018 to FY 2019, making 2019 was one of the agency’s highest ridership
years on record.
Two routes – Green and Blue – account for slightly more than half of all ridership on Red Apple
Transit; the Blue Route operates as a line along Main St from Downtown Farmington east to
Piñon Hills Blvd, while the Green Route operates as a loop that connects Downtown with the
San Juan Regional Medical Center and other destination in southern Farmington. Saturday
services and dial-a-ride each comprise about four percent of the annual ridership on Red Apple
Transit.
Figure 6-2: Ridership by Year, Red Apple Transit
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6.2.4 Downtown Transit Hub
Through previous studies, Red Apple Transit and FMPO identified the need for a Downtown
Transit Hub to formalize service and provide rider amenities. Three fixed Red Apple Transit
routes – along with other regional services – converge at an existing transit hub located at
Orchard Plaza Park in Farmington. The location is surrounded by retail which creates conflicts
among motorists, pedestrians, transit users, and patrons of nearby stores.
A study completed in 2016 examined the feasibility and benefits of a Downtown Transit Hub and
identified three potential sites. A second, recently completed study evaluated the land
requirements, building facility size, and site operation considerations. The Downtown Proposed
Transit Hub is located in the lot next to 213 S Orchard Ave. The proposed design for the Transit
Hub includes shelters for waiting passengers, bus bays to accommodate up to four buses at a
time, and a terminal/operations building that includes user amenities. The on-site facility would
include office space and a police substation, which could enhance security for transit users.
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The estimated total project cost is $3 million. Red Apple Transit is pursuing a competitive transit
facility grant through FTA that would cover $2.4 million, with a $600,000 local match to be
provided by the City of Farmington. Plans for the site are ready and construction could begin
once funding becomes available. Awards from FTA are expected to be made in late 2020.

6.3 REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICES
As a regional destination and commercial center, Farmington attracts trips from a large service
area. A primary source of these trips is the San Juan Medical Center, a Level III Trauma Center.
Located in Farmington, the San Juan Medical Center serves patients from several areas,
including much of the Navajo Nation, the Jicarilla Apache Reservation, as well as communities
across the northwest New Mexico and Four Corners region. The demand for medical trips
includes visits from family members who do not have regular access to private vehicles.
Multiple regional transit providers operate connections to Downtown Farmington with stops in
other key destinations along the way. Red Apple Transit has formed various partnerships to
make it easier for transit users on these regional services to transfer to local Red Apple Transit
buses and travel within the Farmington metropolitan area. The connections allow users to
access medical and other services across the FMPO region.

6.3.1 Navajo Nation Transit
The Navajo Nation Transit System operates a route with two trips per day from Newcomb and
Shiprock to the Downtown Transit Center in Farmington with an additional stop in the Kirtland
area. As part of a program that began in early 2018, Navajo Transit users can transfer for free
onto Red Apple Transit vehicles from the Downtown Hub. Users are required to pay the oneway fee for return trips on Red Apple Transit.

6.3.2 North Central Regional Transit District
NCRTD is a regional agency serving Los Alamos, Rio Arriba, Santa Fe, and Taos Counties. The
agency operates 25 fixed or flex route services, including the Jicarilla Route, which operates a
route two days per week with two trips per day from Chama to Farmington via Dulce on the
Jicarilla Apache Reservation. The route includes stops at the Bloomfield Public Library and
Orchard Plaza in Downtown Farmington. While the route provides critical access from the
Jicarilla Apache Reservation to medical and other services in Farmington, the route also
provides FMPO area residents with access to Chama, where connections can be made to the
rest of the NCRTD service area, including Española and Santa Fe.

6.3.3 Regional Non-Emergency Medical Services
Red Apple Transit and its operations contractor – Capacity Builders, Inc. – received an
Innovative Coordinated Access and Mobility (ICAM) grant from FTA in 2019 to provide nonemergency medical services for older adults and individuals with disabilities in northwest New
Mexico and Montezuma County, CO. The grant will support service starting in fall 2020 that is
intended to provide affordable access to medical care, improve health outcomes, and reduce
healthcare costs in rural areas with limited access to transportation.
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6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION ITEMS
6.4.1 Downtown Transit Hub Implementation and Operations
If the Downtown Transit Hub is not selected for funding through the FTA facilities grant, FMPO
agencies should pursue alternative funding sources for implementation. The facility is a high
regional priority given the variety of routes and transit service providers that would utilize the site
and the general support for enhanced transit service across the region. Once the site is
constructed, it will also be important to ensure maintenance and operations are adequately
funded long-term.

6.4.2 Transit Action Plan
Red Apple Transit could pursue a Transit Action Plan to identify long-term priorities for the
region, to consider ways to increase ridership through improved efficiency, and to identify
priorities for service expansion and to identify a sustainable means of funding that expansion.
Among the considerations for improving service efficiency could be the evaluation of route
design. There have been only minimal changes to the route design since Red Apple service
operations began. A key consideration could be the reconfiguration of routes to follow lines
instead of loops. Loops allow transit agencies to cover a large geographic area; however, they
are sometimes inefficient for users because they require out of direction travel. The current
frequency levels and service design also results in long waits and other issues among ADA
users.
Service expansion priorities include increased access to schools, parks, and recreational
areas, with a particular need to serve students who may not go to nearby schools and who
require access to parks for after-school activities as well as seniors who rely on transit to travel
to and from destinations to meet their daily living needs. Increased service frequency to
Downtown and along Main St is also warranted based on the concentration of jobs and retail
sites. Other service expansion goals may include expanding transit service to include early
mornings, evenings, and weekends which would serve more non-commuters. Another goal
could include identifying activity and retail centers that can serve as informal park and ride
facilities and transfer hubs for multiple routes.
Red Apple Transit and FMPO could also explore new regional connections that respond to the
increasing number of commuters from the Farmington metropolitan area to Durango and other
communities in southwest Colorado. Specific opportunities include participation in the Regional
Transit Coordinating Council of the Southwest Colorado Council of Governments. Within the
FMPO region, restoring service to Bloomfield is a priority. Future studies should also evaluate
the viability of a connection between the Bloomfield to Aztec route, which could include an
extension of the existing Orange Route from Farmington to Aztec. Service may also be
evaluated to tourism sites, including opportunities for bicyclists to reach recreational trails.
The Transit Action Plan could further identify needs among jurisdictions in northwest New
Mexico and help coordinate services for individuals without access to a vehicle. A noteworthy
example is the expansion of regional demand response services to ensure all residents,
especially seniors, have transportation access to medical and other services. In some
communities, such as the City of Bloomfield, taxi services are the only option for Bloomfield
residents without a vehicle to access medical appointments or other services across the region.
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The Transit Action Plan could also address equity as it relates to the gender gap in public
transportation. Several cities across the US are working to ensure equitable transit by
determining how women use transit and how transit can better accommodate their needs. For
example, women often are responsible for the mobility of children and aging relatives. This
points to a need for bus design to accommodate strollers, small children, and wheelchairs.
Women are also more likely to avoid public transit due to safety concerns. Policies and other
initiatives that aim for gender equity can be addressed in the Transit Action Plan.

6.4.3 Enhanced Data Collection
Data collection efforts can support ongoing transit planning in the region. In particular, Red
Apple Transit could work with FMPO to review ridership characteristics and collect regular onboard passenger surveys to better understand locations where service could be improved. Red
Apple Transit and FMPO should also continue to conduct regular boarding and alighting surveys
to evaluate usage patterns.

6.4.4 Other Transit Policies and Considerations
To support the growth of the transit system and to promote efficiency, FMPO and Red Apple
Transit should consider the following policies and action items:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Enhance traveler information, including adding schedules and stop locations to online
platforms such as Google improve riders’ ability to plan trips.
Conduct facilities assessment and identify pedestrian facility improvements to ensure bus
stops are ADA compliant and high-quality and that sidewalks are constructed to provide
direct access to the stops. Red Apple Transit can work with FMPO member agencies on
ADA Transition Plans to ensure transit stop locations are considered in the planning
process.
Conduct a Transit Asset Management planning efforts to meet federal reporting
requirements and ensure vehicles and other assets are in good condition.
Red Apple Transit can conduct a detailed analysis of pedestrian facilities around transit
routes to improve connections for transit users and provide bus shelters at key destinations.
Encourage land use patterns with mixed uses and higher density areas that support transit
along Main St and other high ridership corridors
Seek additional funds from local agencies and state and federal grant programs to
enhance service over time.
Conduct public outreach to identify areas of greatest need and potential revisions and
updates to route and bus stop locations. Consider the creation of a transit advisory board to
advise Red Apple Transit on recurring issues for users and the potential impacts of
proposed transportation projects from a transit perspective.
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